
1.  In the following Python program, identify the following:  

� comments:  statements in the program for the human reader which are ignored by the computer.

� assignment statements:   <variableName>  =  <value to be stored>  which saves the value on the right-side of

the assignment operator ("=") to memory so it can later be looked up using the variable name

� programmer-defined identifiers:  symbolic names in the program that the programmer creates for variables,

functions, etc. (starts with letter or underscore then followed by letters, underscores, or digits)

� reserved words:  words that have special meaning in the Python programming language

� operators:  operators perform operations on one or more operands.  An operand is usually a piece of data, like

a number or a variable's value.

# Python program to calcuate miles per gallon

miles = 100

gallonsUsed = 5.0

MPG = miles / gallonsUsed

print "Your mileage was”, MPG, "miles per gallon."

Your mileage was 20.0 miles per gallon.

2.  What would make the above program better?

3.  Most simple programs have a similar functional-decomposition with tasks:  input, calculate, output

main

initialization

calculate

display results

- welcome user
- initialize variables
- prompt for input

- compute answer

subtask 1 subtask 2

input, initialize variables

input
params. results

results params.

def main():
  """ Sequences the main tasks of the program. """
  miles, gallonsUsed = getMilesAndGallons()
  MPG = calculateMileage(miles, gallonsUsed)
  displayMileage(MPG)

def getMilesAndGallons():
  """ Gets the user's input of miles and gallons. """
  miles = requestNumber("Enter the miles traveled: ")
  gallons = requestNumber("Enter the gallons used: ")
  return miles, gallons
  
def displayMileage(MPG):
  """ Displays the resulting mileage to the user."""
  print "Your mileage was",MPG,"miles per gallon."

def calculateMileage(miles, gallonsUsed):    # <<<<<<<<<<<<<< COMPLETE THIS FUNCTION 

  """ Calculates the miles per gallon."""

main()   # Starts the program running
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4.  Given that the operator precedence for Python’s mathematical operations is (from highest to lowest):  

� Operations that are enclosed in parentheses.

� Exponentiation **  (right associative)

� Unary negation - and positive +

� Multiplication *, division /, and remainder %   (left associative)

� Addition + and subtraction -      (left associative)

Evaluate each of the following:

a)  6 + 3 * 5

b)  (5 + 2)  / 2

c)  - 4 + 2 ** 3 ** 2 - 5

d)  7  % 4 + 5 * 6

e)  4---9

5.  An operation involving two int operands yields an int result.  An operation involving two float operands

yields a float result.  Mixed-type expressions involving an int operand and a float operand causes the int to be

converted to a float before the operation, so the result is a float.  Evaluate each of the following:

a)  2  +  5  /  2

b)  2.0  + 5 / 2

c)  2 + 5 / 2.0

d)  8.0 % 3 / 4

6.   You can explicitly convert a value to a specific type (called casting) by using the functions int(  ) or float(  ).

Evaluate each of the following:

a)  float(2)  +  5  /  2

b)  2.0  + 5 / float(2)

c)  float(2 + 5) / 2

d)  int(9.9) / float(2)

7.   Python has a few __builtins__ functions related to character manipulation:  chr(65) returns ‘A’, ord(‘A’)

returns 65.  What would be the result of each of the following?

a)  chr( ord(‘B’) + 32 )

b)  chr( ord(‘A’) + 5 )
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